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I’m going to present some exploratory data of comparative analysis 
between various national health promotion programs in Switzerland, Italy, 
France and Germany.

This communication falls within the scope of an international research 
program with different colleagues for each field



Our analysis focuses on physical activity. We are comparing datas of the 4 
following  national programs: In form for Germany, Poids corporel sain -
Healthy Body Weight - for Switzerland, Guadagnare salute - win health-
for Italy and Manger bouger -Eat and Move- for France.

Within the framework of this communication, I will explore the programs’ 
targets. Who is represented on the pictures and in health promotion 
commercials and how are these expected ‘healthy citizenship’ behaviors 
communicated to be integrated in every day life? 
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This communication is part of resarch program entitled: physical activity 
and health promotion: a normative injunction in relation with poverty in 
Europe.

We observe four fields of studies located in neighborhood known as 
disadvantaged in Strasbourg, in Fribourg in Switzerland, in Freiburg im 
Breisgau in Germany and in Napoli for Italy.

Our aim is to point out the discrepancy between the health practices of 
individuals in these disadvantaged areas and the values put forward  in 
national health promotion programs.

That could explain why the programs’ values percolate with more difficulty 
into the customs and tastes of lower-class.
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A first exploratory axis lead to question the weight of responsability for the 
individual as self-promoter of his health. According to Faure and Darmon, 
the self-determined citizen is ordered to give proofs of reflexivity on his 
behavior as well as of his commitment to self-improvement and thus to the 
transformation of his/her bodily habits.

The questioning on health in terms of individual or collective matter is 
political and of course vast and complex depending of each national 
context.

Merlaud, Terral and Haschar-Noé have for example demonstrated the 
influence of french associations to take in account the complexity of 
weight problems against the reductive discourses of health programs

Our analysis hinges on the relation between these calls for responsibility 
and the risks of self-blame, confronted with this sanitary normalisation or 
‘cultural normalisation’, as noticed by Gilloz already 20 years ago.
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The question of prevention and its perverse effects of stigmatization 
towards those who don’t follow the programs’ was pointed out by some 
research work.

For example, Günther (2013) denounces this body normalisation and the 
lack of acceptance of body diversity («körperliche Diversität») from the 
analysis of physical education magazines.

Or the weight of words, especially regarding the problem of obesity, was 
pointed out by Rail, Tlili, Holmes et Murray as well as the risks of 
iatrogenic discourses and bio-fascim.
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The second exploratory axis I will present here falls within the scope of a 
gendered perspective. 

1) Are the programs addressed to female or male ‘relays’ of good 
physical practices

2) How are the donor ‘bodies’, carrying this transmission of good health, 
and the donees represented?

3) We are especially concentrating on bringing out the role of mothers
versus the role of fathers in good health socialization

4) The observation of patriarchal positions and division of work is at the 
center of our analysis.
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Given the limited time, I will present leads that are currently being 
analysed, but are not definitive results.

The In Form program for Germany is aimed mainly at families and refers 
to stereotypes of paternalism and hierarchy, which are expressed *in the 
postures of these family members: folded arms and closure for the women 
and hands on hip for the father as well as by the binary play of the looks 
and the sizes.

But the ideal family has to be active !
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With slogans: sportlich mit Familie = sporty family

kicken sie sich fit!  = Kick the ball, stay fit

Kinder als Laufpartner= Kids as running partners

The families are smiling and dynamic with the use of red or white for 
hygienic health.

On these pictures, mothers are wearing red, but keeping very feminine 
attributes (short, figure-hugging dress, sunglasses, low-cut neckline, long 
hair. Girls also systematically have long and often blond hair.)

Men are distant, behind, as if the responsibility of family movement was 
carried by mothers.
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And this even when it’s raining.

From this analysis that freezes the family in a division of tasks which
devolves health responsibility to the mother, here is a picture that
counterbalances the previous ones, and appears more innovative.

1. Movement and energy food are represented by giving a role to that
grandmother, who’s showing the way, in a cross-generational vision.

2. The father has a real role to play: he’s carrying the child and the 
basket of oranges.

3. And the absence of the mother can be interpreted as the fact that she, 
too, allows herself to work.
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In Switzerland, images of health promotion campaigns mainly refer to 
parents of overweight children and to childhood professionals, as an 
*investment for the future: to preserve or increase what we call a «salutary 
capital».
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The 2010 campaign was based on threat strategy, with that narrative 
device which consists in putting off-camera the obese child. 

In this particular case, the spot points a father uncapable to take care of 
the health activity of his child. The environment is not welcoming, brown, 
trees without leaves, it seems rather poor.

*Another device is to target dubious children, in overweight, being then 
associated to figures of rejection.
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We are wondering if effects of stigmatization towards those who don’t 
follow the programs’ values are generated and especially if parents with 
low income or from disadvantaged origins are stigmatized through that 
kind of campaign strategy? 
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Italy presents another campaign strategy focusing on autonomy and 
empowerment of the individual. The model strategy is opposed to blaming 
strategy, but in relation to disadvantaged people, You’ll notice in contrast 
the green, hygenic, upper-class environment of this campaign for a ‘life 
style’, and consequently the questions of social inequalities it raises.
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As in this spot, the determinist perspective of bad health linked to the 
social background could be transformed by self-discipline.* The girl is 
pulling herself out of TV and bad snacking habits to have a nice jogging in 
the very green landscape.

The video invites to appeal to self-control and self-discipline. An implicit 
value in many programs that calls upon autonomy and self-determination 
that are values of upper-class individuals.
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In this other example, a video from the national Italian program, the 
charismatic figure of Claudio Cesare Prandelli, the coach of the national 
football team, was used. He is a positive model of success, gathering 
Italian people around football. This is original compared to the target 
audience, who is often female. Here the video is also directed to a football 
audience, thus male. Moreover, he puts forward an cross-generational 
complicity between a child and his grandfather, who is saying (this is a 
play on words): ‘We’ve got an appointment, a selection in the 
« nazionale » to play in the team, and the appointment with health’ to 
which the boy answers: contaci, you can count on me.

So appealing to fottball passions shared between males, this strategy is 
also gendered but focused on men. 
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On the website of manger bouger (Eat and Move), you can find this image 
of 12 young people energetically jumping together:

Exactly 6 black or mixed-raced individuals and 6 white individuals, so an 
exact equality showing a multi-culturalist will or thougth.
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In that video ,you can find this model of reference to ‘nostalgic’ scenes, 
the memory of an age when we had time, with positive, safe, cultural 
references of workers with their yellow hard hats working and walking: the 
fresh baguette, walking to get your bread: Bakery, 5-minute walk.

A positive communication strategy, health is easy, feasible in your 
everyday life. 

The promotion strategy would a priori be one of moderate exemplarity, 
therefore for everyone, realistically applicable to daily.

However, we’ll conclude pointing out the coercive aspect of number:s 5 
m + 15 + 10 to get to 30 minutes. And since it’s so easy, it can all the more 
make you feel guilty if you don’t do it.
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To summarize:

- In the In form program for Germany, the whole family including cross-
generational  transmission is called to be in control of good physical health

- In Switzerland, the program Poids corporel sain points for children’s 
future

- In Guadagnare salute, for Italy, each own individual is the target with a 
focus on cross generational complicity between men.

- And Manger bouger for France communicates an health for all, including 
multicultural references

Taking in acount an intersectional perspective – with gender, class, 
ethnicity, age: children and senior – every national program puts forwards 
is particular targets, but the sanitary normalisation is always referring to 
upper-class cultural norms.

Our analyse raises moral and ethical question that applies to social 
inequality issues: who has really access to this self-determinated  upper-
class ‘life style’, in leafy, gentrified environment or in an ideal golden-age? 
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